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What is Posttraumatic Stress 

Disorder (PTSD)?

PTSD is a fear-based disorder.
DEFINED BY DSM-5:

1. Experiencing or witnessing a traumatic event (i.e., 
EXPOSURE to actual/threatened death, serious 

injury, sexual violence)

2. Symptoms in four areas (after exposure):
– Re-experiencing symptoms

– Avoidance

– Negative alterations in cognitions and mood

– Hyperarousal

3. Significant impairment in major spheres of life



Veterans with PTSD

• Significant suicide rate  (~20 per day; 18% of all 

suicides)

• ~50% do not get treatment 

• They often avoid seeking treatment due to 

mistrust, stigma, concerns about the treatment 

experience, low emotional readiness, and 

logistical barriers

• Years of non-specific or ineffective treatments 

have demoralized veterans



Equine Assisted Treatment for 

PTSD?

Hypotheses:

• Horse-human interaction experiences during 

therapy can foster insight and behavioral 

changes in patients

• Horse-human interactions offer a platform for 

eliciting thoughts, feelings, and behaviors 

related to patients’ lives outside treatment



Why Horses 

• Horses are sensitive to verbal and nonverbal 

cues, providing patients immediate feedback 

during the horse-human interactions

• Hoses are hypervigilant just like people with 

PTSD

• Horse-Human interactions afford patients and 

therapists opportunities to foster emotional 

awareness, reflection, and attunement to 

thoughts, behaviors, and forms of 

communication



Horses & PTSD: a perfect opportunity

• Horses are prey animals: easily frightened, insecure 
and hypervigilant

• People with PTSD are hypervigilant, feeling unsafe 
and not sure about other people and surroundings.

• Horses are large and intimidating, an opportunity to 
engage fear network

• Horses and people are social, looking for 
attachment figures and eager to feel safe and 
secure

• Horses have a calming effect

• Non-verbal. Communication 



EAT Research So Far…

Extant EAT research is scarce and generally 

poorly designed, characterized by small sample 

sizes, inconsistent assessments, unstandardized 

treatment procedures, and researcher conflicts of 

interest

– No well-specified treatment manuals of how to deliver 

EAT

– No adequate safety, feasibility, and efficacy research 

of EAT

– Biased research lacking adequate standardization or 

clear therapeutic goals



EAT Research So Far…

• Extant evidence for the efficacy of animal-

assisted therapies for PTSD, including EAT, has 

been mostly anecdotal 

• Research has focused on countering 

dissociative symptoms, emotional numbness, 

social isolation, and hyperarousal

• These difficulties have precluded a more 

mainstream acceptance of EAT

• In sum, it is often not clear what EAT comprises 

or means, let alone whether it works 



Addressing the gaps….

Establishing the Man O’ War Project at 
Columbia University with the following goals:

1. Developed and manualize a group EAT for PTSD 
(EAT-PTSD) comprising of eight 90-minute 
weekly group sessions 

2. Pilot testing: small sample (N=8 patients from 
two EAT groups)

3. Large open trial (N=63)

4. Brain imaging study (N=19; multimodal)



Treatment team
• PIs: Drs.  Yuval Neria and Prudence Fisher 

(Columbia University, NY)

• Equine specialists: 
– Jody Jacob-McVey, Sue Stegmeyer 

• Mental health professionals: 
– Bonnie Malajian, LCSW, Debra Farber, LPC 

• Horse wrangler: 
– April Neumann, Bergen Equestrian Center 

• Horses - Chuck, Gordon, Ollie, Crafty, Jack..
*All humans are “EAGALA certified”









Therapist gets to observe interactions between client and horse



Therapist gets to observe interactions between client and horse; 
horse professional observes effects on horse and client



Manualizing the Treatment (EAT-PTSD)
• Ground-based (no riding)
• Groups of 4  (3 -6) -- mixed gender, mixed traumas
• Eight 90-minute weekly sessions
• Take place in “round pen” – privacy

• Team approach
• 90 minute sessions; once per week
• 4-6 veterans, 2-3 horses (constant)
• 8 weeks
• Structured (but experiential)
• Progressive



EAT-PTSD includes common factors of 
psychotherapy

• Affective arousal  (encouraging and allowing 
emotional connection)

• Feeling understood by therapist

• Developing a framework for understanding yourself

• Benefitting from professional expertise

• Having a therapeutic procedure

• Developing optimism for improvement

• Having successful (and pleasant) experience



EAT Treatment

• Session 1: orientation (rationale, description, possible benefits). It 
provides psychoeducation (e.g., common reactions to trauma, 
development and maintenance of PTSD), a barn tour, and ends with 
meeting the horses in a private “round pen.”

• Early phase (sessions 2-3): acquainting patients with the horses, on 
grooming exercises, and on learning “leading” – directing the horses with 
a rope or a wand

• Middle phase (sessions 4-7):  advanced exercises to facilitate  patient 
mastery and comfort with the horses. For example, patients learn to use a 
wand to distance the horse, creating personal space, or to collaboratively 
maneuver a horse onto a tarpaulin, fostering teamwork and cooperation.

• Final session: graduation ceremony celebrating patients’ treatment 
progress and accomplishments



Assessments by Reliable Assessors
1. Assessment of PTSD and depression at 

midpoint (after week 4)

2. Assessment of PTSD and depression end of 
protocol (after week 8)

3. Assessment of PTSD and depression 3 
months later

4. Patient is compensated for assessments 
($100) and provided with boots for the barn.

5. If  agrees (and eligible) for MRI (baseline and 
end of treatment



Participants’ Progress through 
Study Stages



Changes in PTSD (CAPS, PCL) and 
Depression (HAM-D and BDI-II) Scores



Discussion

• EAT-PTSD is potentially safe, well-tolerated, with 
large effect size improvement on standard ratings

• Treatment benefits across all outcome measures 
largely persisted three months following treatment 

• 51% and 54% of veterans demonstrated clinically 
significant change at post-treatment and follow-up

• 46% and 37% scoring below the cutoff score at post-
treatment and follow-up, respectively

• Randomized controlled trials are needed now 



Conclusion 

• PTSD is prevalent and debilitating

• Current treatments are limited

• Novel effective treatments are needed

• Horse-human interactions have promise
EAT is safe, innovative, and seems to be effective

• Clinical and brain results are innovative suggesting 
clinical effects are associated with tangible changes 
in the brain

• Effects on both fear (PTSD symptoms) and reward 
systems



• Thank you! 

• Questions?


